Heavy ion-electron (or proton) temperature ratio varies in a wide range in the solar and space environment. In this paper, proton and heavy ion temperatures are included in a three-fluid plasma model. For the specified parameters, low-frequency (( heavy ion gyrofrequency) kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) with sub-and super-Alfvénic speeds are found to coexist in the same plasma environment. Our results show that the temperature ratio of heavy ions to electrons can considerably affect the dispersion, propagation, and electromagnetic polarizations of the KAWs. In particular, the temperature ratio can increase the ratio of parallel to perpendicular electric fields and the normalized electric to magnetic field ratio, the variations of which are greatly different in regions with a high heavy ion temperature and with a low one. The results may help to understand the physical mechanism of some energization processes of heavy ions in the solar and space plasma environment. Effects of the ratio of electron thermal to Alfvén speeds and the heavy ion abundance on these parameters are also discussed.
Heavy ion-electron (or proton) temperature ratio varies in a wide range in the solar and space environment. In this paper, proton and heavy ion temperatures are included in a three-fluid plasma model. For the specified parameters, low-frequency (( heavy ion gyrofrequency) kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) with sub-and super-Alfvénic speeds are found to coexist in the same plasma environment. Our results show that the temperature ratio of heavy ions to electrons can considerably affect the dispersion, propagation, and electromagnetic polarizations of the KAWs. In particular, the temperature ratio can increase the ratio of parallel to perpendicular electric fields and the normalized electric to magnetic field ratio, the variations of which are greatly different in regions with a high heavy ion temperature and with a low one. The results may help to understand the physical mechanism of some energization processes of heavy ions in the solar and space plasma environment. Effects of the ratio of electron thermal to Alfvén speeds and the heavy ion abundance on these parameters are also discussed. Kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) are shear Alfvén waves with a short perpendicular wavelength comparable with the electron inertial length k e ¼ c=x pe , the ion gyroradius q i ¼ v Ti =X i , or the ion acoustic gyroradius q s ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k B T e =m i p =X i , where c is the speed of light, x pe the electron plasma frequency, v Ti the ion thermal speed, X i the proton gyrofrequency, k B the Boltzmann constant, T e the electron temperature, and m i the proton mass. 1 A feature of KAWs is that they have a magnetic-field-aligned electric field due to local charge separation and thus can couple effectively with electrostatic modes. 2, 3 The corresponding electromagnetic polarization states of KAWs play an important role in waveparticle interactions because the electric field can accelerate particles along its own direction, but the related magnetic field scatters particles in various directions. A new study 4 indicates that the electromagnetic polarization states of KAWs depend sensitively on different local plasma parameters (i.e., the ion-electron temperature ratio, the plasma b, and the wavenumber), which may help to understand the physical mechanism of the particle energization processes caused by the waves.
In 1975, KAWs were first proposed to the heating of electrons and ions by Hasegawa and Chen. 5 After that, the waves have been applied widely to such different plasma environments as tokamak plasma heating in laboratory, 6, 7 flare plasma energization, 8, 9 plasma heating of coronal loops and plumes on the sun, 10, 11 and auroral electron acceleration in space plasmas. [12] [13] [14] Recently, based on an exact two-fluid model, Wu 15 has shown that the ion temperature and inertia can have a considerable effect on the behavior of KAWs in their propagation, resonance, and polarization.
On the other hand, many in situ observations show that there are more or less heavy ions (He, C, O, Ne, Mg, S, etc.) in the solar-terrestrial environment, such as solar corona, [16] [17] [18] coronal plumes, 19 the solar wind, [20] [21] [22] Earth's magnetosheath, 23 and Jupiter's magnetodisc. 24 The temperatures of these heavy ions, compared with proton and electron temperatures, can vary in a wide range in such different plasma surroundings. Previous modeling studies on the solar wind have shown that the proton temperature and the electron temperature are different in the inner coronal region, and the proton temperature is usually a few times higher than the electron temperature. 25, 26 But for heavy ions in coronal hole, observations of the solar ultraviolet measurements of emitted radiation (SUMER) spectrometer on solar and heliospheric observatory (SOHO) display that the highest effective ion temperature can be 20 times the electron temperature. 19 At a height between 2.5 and 3 R s (solar radius), O 5þ kinetic temperature is about 130 MK, more than 40 times the proton kinetic temperature of $3 MK. 17 Further at 0.7 AU, Helios 2 observation exhibits that the alpha-toproton temperature ratio T a =T p is in the range 1-2.2, 27 and SOHO observation also shows that the kinetic temperatures of O 6þ , Si 7þ , and Fe 9þ in the solar wind near solar minimum are nearly mass proportional, from several to a few tens times the proton temperature. 22 So the temperature ratio of the heavy ions mentioned above to protons or electrons can also vary in a wide range for various solar and space plasma environments.
Fortunately, in the auroral region, the abundance of oxygen ions is observed to reach 30%-50%, sometimes, even as high as 80%, 28 where KAWs are often identified. [29] [30] [31] [32] In the solar corona, heavy ions such as O 5þ and Mg 9þ are also observed by the ultraviolet coronagraph spectrometer (UVCS) on board SOHO. 33, 34 The feature of the heavy ion heating may be explained by the interaction of nonlinear KAWs with these ions. 35 For a linear fluid theory of interest, effects of heavy ions on KAWs have been studied in a plasma with cold protons and heavy ions. 36 In this paper, proton and heavy ion temperatures are included in a threefluid plasma model (in Sec. II) to show their effects on the dispersion relation (in Sec. III), phase and group velocities (in Sec. IV), and electromagnetic polarizations (in Sec. V) of low-frequency (smaller than heavy ion gyrofrequency) KAWs. The summary and conclusions are given in Sec. VI.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
Now consider a three-component (electrons, protons, and heavy ions) plasma magnetized by a uniform ambient magnetic field B 0 along the z-axis, in which each different species of particle is denoted by the index s, with mass m s , number density n s , and charge q s . The collection of particles of a specific species is supposed to act as a fluid, with its own velocity v s and pressure p s .
The continuity equation for the fluid corresponding to the species s is
where e, i, and b denote electrons, protons, and heavy ions, respectively. The equation of motion for each fluid is
where E and B are the perturbed electric and magnetic fields. Both fields are related through Maxwell's equations
and
where 0 and l 0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively. The displacement current term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) has been neglected due to v
Finally, the adiabatic equation of state
and the quasi-neutrality condition X s n s q s ¼ 0 (6) are used to close the above equations. Here, c s is the adiabatic index. For a plane wave with a wave vector k ¼ (k x , 0, k z ) and frequency x, assume that any of its perturbed physical quantities df varies in the form df / e ÀiðxtÀk x xÀk z zÞ :
With Eqs. (6) and (7), we linearize Eqs. (1) to (5) and then can get a 3 Â 3 matrix, 15 the determinant of which will yield the wave dispersion relation. As far as a KAW is concerned, its wavelength is close to the electron inertial length k e , the ion acoustic gyroradius q s , or the ion gyroradius q i , i.e.,
This means that such KAWs can propagate only in the direction quasiperpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. Further, assuming a low-frequency limit x 2 ( X 2 b and retaining only the highest-order terms in the matrix elements lead to the dispersion relation of the KAW modified by the temperature of heavy ions T b (see the Appendix for further details)
where
x due to the quasiperpendicular propagation ðcos 2 h ( 1Þ of the KAW, T e(i) is the electron (proton) temperature, a the ratio of the electron thermal speed v Te ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2k B T e =m e p to Alfvén speed v A , and other quantities are related to the equilibrium state. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) is the dispersion relation in the low-frequency limit x ( X i for a general twofluid case studied by Wu 15 (note that the thermal speed
defined by Wu 15 is ffiffi ffi 2 p times smaller than that defined in this paper), and the second term denotes the effects of heavy ion temperature T b through g 2 .
When heavy ions are present, the true Alfvén speed is
which is physically more meaningful than v A defined in the two-fluid model. Accordingly, the parameter a 0 ¼ v Te =v A0 is preferred to a in the following discussion.
III. THE WAVE DISPERSION RELATION
From Eq. (8), the dependence of x=(k z v A0 ) on k x k e is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is clear that, for a 0 ¼ 0.5, KAWs with sub-and super-Alfvénic speeds [i.e., x=(k z v A0 ) < 1 and >1, respectively] can exist together. This result is different from the previous results in the absence of T i and T b (Ref. 36 ) and in a general two-fluid model, 15 where the normalized wave frequency x=(k z v A0 ) [usually x=(k z v A0 ) > 1 for a 0 > 1 or x=(k z v A0 ) < 1 for a 0 < 1] monotonically varies with the wavenumber k x k e . It should be noted that here, we adopt an isothermal condition c s ¼ 1, which is usually valid only when the particle thermal speed is much larger than the wave phase speed ($v A ). However, a recent work 37 on solitary KAWs reported that, in the case a 0 < 1, the difference between isothermal and adiabatic processes is insignificant, and, therefore, the isothermal assumption is acceptable in our calculations. Another feature is that different density ratio n b =n e can greatly influence the dispersion curve of KAWs in the range k x k e > 0.1.
The temperature ratio of heavy ions to electrons can make the wave frequency x=(k z v A0 ) increase rapidly for T b =T e > 1 as shown in Fig. 2(a) . But, when T b =T e < 1,
FIG. 2. Dependence of the normalized frequency x=(k z v A0 ), the normalized group velocity v gx =v A0 , the electric field ratio E z =E x , and the normalized electric to magnetic field ratio E x =(B y v A0 ) on the heavy ion to electron temperature ratio T b =T e for a 0 ¼ 0.1 (dotted line), 1 (dashdotted line), 5 (dashed line), and 10 (solid line). Here, k x k e ¼ 0.33, T i =T e ¼ 1, and n b =n e ¼ 0.1. Other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1 .
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Effects of heavy ion temperature… Phys. Plasmas 18, 102101 (2011) x=(k z v A0 ) is almost independent of T b =T e . Since a 0 > 1 and a 0 < 1 denote KAWs dominated by electron temperature and by electron inertia, 15 respectively, the dependence of x=(k z v A0 ) on a 0 is shown in Fig. 3(a) , where x=(k z v A0 ) increases rapidly in the range a 0 > 1, but remains nearly constant in the range a 0 < 1.
IV. PHASE AND GROUP VELOCITIES
For the low-frequency KAWs described by Eq. (8), the parallel group velocity v gz ¼ @x=@k z equals the parallel phase speed v pz ¼ x=k z , and the perpendicular group velocity is
where v px ¼ x=k x is the perpendicular phase speed of KAWs. From Eq. (14), the relation between v gx =v A0 and k x k e with a 0 ¼ 0.5 is displayed in Fig. 1(b) , where v gx =v A0 first increases to a maximum with k x k e and then decreases to a maximum negative value. The variation is very similar to that of x=(k z v A0 ) with k x k e due to the dependence of the dispersion relation on v px and is different from the result in the case of cold protons and heavy ions, 36 in which v gx is purely negative or positive in the same range of k x k e . Simultaneously, the relative heavy ion density n b =n e affects the variation of v gx =v A0 much more in the short-wavelength region (k x k e > 0.1) than in the long-wavelength region (k x k e < 0.1).
Dependence of v gx =v A0 on T b =T e is shown in Fig. 2(b) . For a 0 > 1, v gx =v A0 increases to a maximum in a low temperature region of T b =T e < 10, but decreases in a relatively high temperature region of T b =T e > 10. The location of the turning point, where v gx =v A0 is maximum, is affected by a 0 .
For different heavy ion abundances, the influence of a 0 on v gx =v A0 is shown in Fig. 3(b) , in which v gx =v A0 increases quickly for a 0 > 1, and remains nearly constant for a 0 < 1. A greater perpendicular group velocity in the region a 0 > 1 does help in the perpendicular propagation of wave energy.
V. ELECTROMAGNETIC POLARIZATIONS
The parallel electric field of the KAW is of vital importance in particle energization in different plasma environments. From the 3 Â 3 matrix of Wu 15 and the dispersion relation in Eq. (8), one has
Further, Faraday's law gives the ratio of perturbed electric to magnetic fields
From Eq. (15), the relation between E z =E x and k x k e is shown in Fig. 1(c) , where E z =E x monotonically increases in a region 0.1 < k x k e < 10. It is obvious that n b =n e has little effects on the variation of E z =E x with k x k e . Wu 15 pointed out that the relative proton temperature T i =T e can result in positive E z =E x . Similarly, the relative heavy ion temperature T b =T e can also cause E z =E x to increase as shown in Fig. 2(c) , where the effect of T b =T e on E z =E x is affected much more by a 0 in a low temperature region of T b =T e < 1 than in a high temperature region of T b =T e > 1. a 0 contributes to negative E z =E x as shown in FIG. 3 . Dependence of the normalized frequency x=(k z v A0 ), the normalized group velocity v gx =v A0 , the electric field ratio E z =E x , and the normalized electric to magnetic field ratio E x =(B y v A0 ) on the speed ratio a 0 ¼ v Te =v A0 for different density ratios n b =n e ¼ 0.1 (dotted line), 0.5 (dash-dotted line), and 0.8 (solid line). Here, k x k e ¼ 0.33, T i =T e ¼ 1, and T b =T e ¼ 1. Other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1 . Fig. 3(c) and n b =n e affects the variation of E z =E x with a 0 much more in the case of a 0 > 1 than in the case of a 0 < 1.
With Eq. (16), the dependence of E x =(B y v A0 ) on k x k e is shown in Fig. 1(d) , from which it is found that E x =(B y v A0 ) increases with k x k e , especially in the short-wavelength limit k x k e > 1, where more heavy ion abundance n b =n e can result in larger E x =(B y v A0 ). The relative heavy ion temperature T b =T e can also make E x =(B y v A0 ) increase, particularly in the high temperature region (T b =T e > 1), where a 0 obviously influences the variation of E x =(B y v A0 ) with T b =T e , as can be seen in Fig. 2(d) . E x =(B y v A0 ) as a function of a 0 is plotted in Fig. 3(d) , in which E x =(B y v A0 ) increases with a 0 , particularly in the range a 0 > 1, and the variation of E x =(B y v A0 ) with a 0 is affected obviously by the heavy ion abundance n b =n e .
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In addition, KAWs in a long-wavelength limit k x k e < 0.1 can degenerate into ordinary shear Alfén waves with their frequency x=(k z v A0 ) ¼ 1, group velocity v gx ¼ 0, parallel electric field E z ¼ 0, and the normalized ratio of electric to magnetic fields E x =(B y v A0 ) ¼ 1 (see Fig. 1 ). In such a threefluid plasma with a 0 > 1, KAWs with only super-Alfvénic speeds can usually exist (not shown in this paper), and the behavior of the corresponding physical quantities is very similar to cases in a two-fluid model 15 and in a three-fluid model with cold protons and heavy ions. 36 Besides, the speed ratio a 0 affects E z =E x greatly in a low temperature region of T b =T e < 1, but influences the parameters x=(k z v A0 ), v gx =v A0 , and E x =(B y v A0 ) very much in a high temperature region of T b =T e > 1 (see Fig. 2 ). Moreover, for a 0 > 1, the electromagnetic polarizations, E z =E x and E x =(B y v A0 ), depend quite sensitively on n b =n e as shown in Fig. 3 , from which it is clear that x=(k z v A0 ), v gx =v A0 , and E x = (B y v A0 ) increase with a 0 , while E z =E x decreases with a 0 .
It should be noted that when the proton and heavy ion temperatures are neglected, the dispersion relation in Eq. (8), the group velocity in Eq. (14), the electric polarization expressed in Eq. (15) , and the ratio of electric to magnetic fields given by Eq. (16) are quite consistent with those of our earlier work, 36 where the thermal speed
, and the related parameter a are slightly different from those defined in this paper. Also, when heavy ions are absent, these equations reduce to those in a two-fluid model 15 with a low-frequency limit x ( X i . In this paper, proton and heavy ion temperatures are included in a three-fluid plasma model. The results show that, for the specified parameters, low frequency (( the heavy ion gyrofrequency) KAWs with sub-and super-Alfvénic speeds can coexist in the same plasma environment, which is different from the results in the case of cold protons and heavy ions 36 and in the two-fluid case. 15 It is found that the relative temperature of heavy ions T b =T e can increase the wave frequency x=(k z v A0 ) and the electromagnetic polarizations E z =E x and E x =(B y v A0 ), the variations of which with T b =T e are greatly different in a high temperature region (T b =T e > 1) and in a low temperature region (T b =T e < 1). T b =T e can also cause the perpendicular group velocity v gx =v A0 to increase to a maximum in a relatively low temperature region (smaller than some certain temperature ratio T b =T e ) and then to decrease in a relatively high temperature region (larger than some certain temperature ratio T b =T e ). Simultaneously, the ratio of electron thermal to Alfvén speeds a 0 and the heavy ion abundance n b =n e also influence the variations of these parameters mentioned above. Relation and application of these theoretical results to the heating and acceleration of heavy ions in solar and space plasma phenomena will be our next future work, which may help us better understand the physical mechanism behind the energization processes of heavy ions in solar and space plasmas. 
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION RELATION FOR KAWS
In this section, the dispersion relation for KAWs will be derived in detail. After Fourier analysis in time and space, Eqs. (1)- (5) combine with Eqs. (6) and (7) to give a linear system of equations in matrix form as
where the nine matrix elements are, respectively, where k i ¼ c=x pi is the ion inertial length, x pi is the ion plasma frequency, b s and X s are the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressures and the gyrofrequency of the species s, respectively, and h is the propagation angle of the wave relative to the background magnetic field. Setting the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (A1) equal to zero, we can obtain a general dispersion equation
which is applicable to most wave modes in a three-fluid plasma model. Noting the manipulation 
we have the following inequalities 
